Julian Whitewright

Ancient Depictions
as a Source for Sails and Rigging
The shipping that sailed in large numbers upon the waters of
the ancient and early-medieval Mediterranean is seemingly
well documented from archaeological and historical sources.
Shipwreck remains provide us with a vivid physical insight
into the details of the construction of such vessels 1 while numerous literary sources 2 provide accounts of sailing on board
RTBGUDRRDKR ,D@MVGHKD @QBG@DNKNFHB@KÖMCREQNL@AQN@C
cross-section of terrestrial contexts, distributed across the
Mediterranean have allowed us to develop a detailed picture
of the wide range of goods that were carried aboard ancient
vessels, the routes that they may have taken and the people
that conducted such exchanges. Added to this formidable
corpus of evidence is the iconographic record that this volume
is concerned with addressing (e. g. ƂI). Many thousands
of images of ships from all periods survive in a wide range of
different media 3 and such depictions probably represent the
single most common source for the ships and boats of the
ancient Mediterranean, surviving as they do from very early
periods and increasing in abundance throughout the period
that we are concerned with here.
Despite the wealth of evidence just outlined, the rigging and sailing practices that were used by such vessels
are an area of study that is relatively underdeveloped when
compared to our understanding of ship construction, trade
routes, etc. Although there are recent published accounts of
the archaeological remains of rigging components 4, wider
@M@KXRDRA@RDCNMRTBGÖMCRG@UDADDMCHEÖBTKSADB@TRDNE
the problem associated with attempting to generalise from
a very limited evidence base. This paper seeks to address the
CHEÖBTKSXNE@BBDRRHMFSGDVHCDQUHDVEQNL@M@QBG@DNKNFHB@K
perspective by setting out the usefulness, or otherwise, of the
iconographic evidence in establishing some general points
concerning sail and rigging development in the ancient Mediterranean. It is then possible to look a little deeper at some
depictions and explore how we may really use the strength
of iconographic evidence to develop a picture of the longterm development of rigging and sails in the ancient world.
Moving on from this, it is possible to begin to address the
wider implications, derived from iconographic sources, of
RNLDRODBHÖBDW@LOKDRNESDBGMNKNFHB@KBG@MFDM@LDKXSGD

introduction and use of the lateen sail and the sprit-sail in the
Mediterranean.
The period under discussion throughout this paper ranges
broadly from the middle of the 1st millennium BC to the
middle of the 1st millennium AD. The reason for this is quite
CDKHADQ@SD HS HR EQNL SGHR ODQHNC SG@S VD B@M QD@KKX DWOKNQD
the value of iconographic depictions, because we have other
sources, such as direct archaeological remains, to compliment
it and to highlight its failings. This is not the case in earlier
periods, for example the Mediterranean Bronze Age, where
we are often reliant on iconographic evidence alone. The
ability to validate theories in this way, using direct physical
remains, must be a central part of developing methods for
using iconographic evidence for understanding past maritime
technology. An understanding that is ground-truthed in this
way can then perhaps be extended further back in time into
periods where the comparative archaeological evidence is less
abundant, or entirely lacking.
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See the wide range of examples given in Pomey / Kahanov / Rieth, Transitions.
See examples provided by Casson, Seamanship.
For example Basch, Musée.

The study of ancient sailing rigs
The study of ships through the archaeological and historical
record can perhaps be usefully considered by dividing the ship
itself into several main areas which have been the focus, to
CHEEDQDMSCDFQDDR AX B@CDLH@
• %CTIQGU: From an archaeological perspective the study of
shipwreck sites has a strong emphasis on the cargo remains
that are present during excavation. The information that
such remains can provide in the context of trade routes,
goods of trade and the wider economic systems that are in
operation often means that the cargo is the main subject
of archaeological investigation.
• *WNN EQPUVTWEVKQP: Such study may also incorporate the
motives of the ship-builders and ship-owners that commisRHNMSGDATHKCHMFNESGDUDRRDKHMSGDÖQRSOK@BD 3GHRB@M
give further insights into related social, economic and geoFQ@OGHB@KE@BSNQRSG@SLHFGSADHM×TDMBHMFSGDBNMRSQTBtion of ships or wider trends in contemporary society. The
prevalence of surviving hull material over other areas of the
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vessel, particularly in the ancient Mediterranean means that
it is often a main focus for archaeological investigation.
• 4KIIKPI: The technological element that gives a sailing
ship its propulsion and moves it from point A to point B.
Such information can be used to establish the performance
of vessels, including their possible speed and ability to
travel on certain trade routes.
• %TGY: The seafarers / mariners that lived and worked on
board the ship and whose primary interaction with the
vessel is through its sailing rig. This is the study the day-today use of the ship itself and also potentially any internal
social dynamics that might be present on board.
With these main areas of existing research in mind, it is
reasonable to state that the detailed study of sailing rigs and
the implications that arise from this study are quite neglected
VHSGHMSGDÖDKCNEL@QHSHLD@QBG@DNKNFX@MCGHRSNQX 3GHRVHKK
be backed up by a quick browse through most general publications concerning ships and boats, and the ancient world
is no exception to this. However, as the preceding discussion
has hinted, there are perhaps some fundamental reasons,
both macro-scale and micro-scale, why it is very important to
continue to try to build and develop our research into sailing
rigs and these may usefully be repeated here. At the most
basic of levels, we cannot claim to be attempting to fully understand the watercraft of the ancient world unless we study
the sailing rigs that propelled those vessels, as well as the way
they were built and the cargoes that they carried. This understanding can be seen to occur on two levels, now discussed.
Firstly, on a larger, macro-scale, we should be able to develop an overall chronology of general rig-types. In doing this
we can begin to infer useful information about ancient vessels
once the general type of rigs in use has been established. This
might include an ability to estimate the possible performance
that vessels could have achieved, the angles to the wind that
could be sailed and to comment on the sailing times between
ports in conjunction with any seasonal restrictions to such
sailing. This kind of information would seem to be fundamental to our wider understanding of the mechanisms of ancient
trade which lie at the heart of studies of shipwreck cargoes
and other traded goods. Likewise, there is the clear potential
to record broad changes to maritime technology within a
RODBHÖBRNBHDSXNQQDFHNM 4MCDQRS@MCHMFRTBGBG@MFDRLHFGS
help us to understand other change for which there is less
evidence or where the possible conclusions that can be drawn
are much less clear cut.
Secondly, on a more detailed, micro-scale level we can
seek to record and catalogue the detail of the sailing rigs.
Doing this can help us to understand the aspects of sailing
related to the crewing and operation of vessels and in turn to
begin to suggest something about the interaction between
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Whitewright, Rigging 291.
For example see the work of Adams, Ships.
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sailing vessels and wider society. Such considerations might
include how society might have perceived or visualised sailing
rigs, how many crew may have been required on a vessel
and what the living and working conditions might have been
like on board. In addition to this, the limited archaeological
evidence is increasingly indicating that there are potentially
RHFMHÖB@MSQDFHNM@KBTKSTQ@KSQ@CHSHNMRVHSGHMSGDQHFFHMFNE
the ancient world 5. This in turn might allow us to trace the
movement of maritime cultures, or to identify the presence
of people from one region / culture within another region or
culture. By addressing all of these areas we can perhaps begin
to investigate some of the factors that encourage people to
change the maritime technology that they use, and upon
which their lives and livelihoods depend.
Finally, I am content to state that as a maritime archaeologist I am interested in studying the activity of seafaring. It is an
unavoidable fact that the most direct route to understanding
the sailors and mariners of the ancient world is to understand
the material culture that they created, utilised, maintained
and changed on a daily basis throughout their lives, during
their time at sea. In my opinion the best example of this is
the sailing rigs that they used to propel the ships that they
sailed upon. Although obviously contentious, it can perhaps
be observed that by studying shipbuilding, we are largely
committing ourselves to a study of people who stayed on the
K@MC @KADHSÖQLKXVHSGHM@L@QHSHLDBNMSDWS@MCBTKSTQD 3GD
abundance of available archaeological evidence dictates that
the study of such terrestrially based practice is clearly useful
for understanding the range of factors that can impact upon
the creation and choice of maritime technology 6. However,
only by studying the sails and rigging of such vessels, both
in their creation and use, do we begin to study the people
who went to sea, within the daily context that they worked.

Sources of evidence
The sources of evidence that we utilise for the study of
ships and boats in the ancient world, including rigging, are
VDKK DRS@AKHRGDC @MC B@M AD R@HC SN FDMDQ@KKX BNLOQHRD CHrect archaeological evidence, iconographic depictions and
literary descriptions. In addition to this, we can also utilise
second-hand material in the form of ethnographic and experimental archaeological research, where appropriate. These
RNTQBDRHMU@QH@AKXG@UDHCDMSHÖ@AKDRSQDMFSGR@MCVD@JMDRRDR 
the discussion of which is outside the scope and space of this
paper but which are well covered elsewhere 7. However, it is
worth spending a little time considering the merits of using
depictions of ships to understand ancient rigging, versus the
ONRRHAHKHSXNETRHMFCHQDBS@QBG@DNKNFHB@KQDL@HMR 2ODBHÖB@KKX 
it is worth trying to set out what existing research informs us
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Tzalas, Iconography. – Calcagno, Iconography. – Houston, Ports.

we can, and cannot, discover or understand from the use of
these two sources in particular. Doing this will then allow the
remainder of this paper to explore some case studies in a little
more detail as a means to illustrate these ideas.
The archaeological record itself is clearly of great value
in understanding rigging from any period because it can tell
us what was actually present on an individual vessel, or was
being used by the vessels visiting a particular harbour or site
HM SGD B@RD NE SDQQDRSQH@K ÖMCR  3GD @QBG@DNKNFHB@K QDL@HMR
provide us with an insight into the detailed exactness of the
material culture used in the day-to-day working of the ships
and boats that we seek to understand. Through this it is
possible, sometimes, to differentiate between sailing rigs or
SNHCDMSHEXSGDOQDRDMBDNE@RODBHÖBSXODNEQHF %NQDW@LOKD 
the presence of brail rings on a wreck site is an almost certain
indicator of a vessel rigged with a Mediterranean squaresail 8. We may also be able to identify chronological trends or
regional traditions in the appearance or manufacturing technique of certain rigging components in the same way that we
can create typologies of ceramics, or other artefacts. A good
example of this comes from the Roman port sites of the Red
2D@BN@RSVGDQDSGDNMKXRHFMHÖB@MSÖMCRNER@HKBKNSGHMSGD
ancient world have been excavated and published 9. This arBG@DNKNFHB@KL@SDQH@KG@RBNMÖQLDCSGDTRDNEQDHMENQBDLDMS
strips running across the face of the sails previously suggested
on the basis of iconographic analysis 10. Moreover, the archaeological remains from the Red Sea have also indicated at least
three contemporary methods for sail-making within a single
overall rigging tradition 11. This has illustrated the use of crisscross reinforcement strips as well as reinforcement set along
exclusively vertical and horizontal lines, with the seams of the
sail running parallel.
Despite this undoubted potential, the archaeological record is sometimes as ambiguous as the most strangely drawn
HBNMNFQ@OGHB CDOHBSHNM  (S HR ENQ DW@LOKD  UDQX CHEÖBTKS SN
distinguish the archaeological record of the wreck-site of a
lateen-rigged vessel from that of a square-sail vessel where
the brail rings have not survived 12. Added to this is the acknowledged problem that the excavation, documentation
and publication of rigging components during projects is
often of lower priority than other areas such as the hull or
cargo remains 13. As a result of this, the published, available
archaeological record is probably a great deal smaller than
the amount of material that has actually been excavated. This
problem is potentially even more acute when »soft« components such as cordage are considered as well as the »harder«
wooden elements like deadeyes or sheave blocks.
Having addressed the advantages and disadvantages of
the direct archaeological evidence, we can now turn our attention to the iconographic depictions with a little more con-

textual background and begin to assess why we need to rely
on iconography to fully understand the sails and rigging of
the ancient Mediterranean. Essentially the question is a simple
NMDVG@SB@MHBNMNFQ@OGHBCDOHBSHNMRSDKKTR@ANTSQHFFHMF
that other sources (archaeological, literary, etc.) cannot? But,
it is of equal importance that we ask what it cannot tell us.
If we can understand these two elements together then we
can ensure that sensible, reasoned questions are asked of the
DUHCDMBDHMBQD@RHMFSGDKHJDKHGNNCSG@SVDVHKKFDS@RDMRHAKD 
reasoned answer.
As noted above, it is outside the scope of this paper to
discuss in detail the already well-documented problems that
are associated with using iconographic material as a source
of evidence. From the perspective of Mediterranean watercraft, these problems are admirably dealt with in the paper
by Tzalas 14 that analyses the modern creation of a mosaic
depiction of the Kyrenia II ship reconstruction. Bearing this in
mind and building upon Tzalas’ work looking at watercraft
HM FDMDQ@K  HM BNMITMBSHNM VHSG SGD RODBHÖB QDRD@QBG HMSN
rigging undertaken by this author, the strengths, weaknesses
and overall limitations of using iconographic evidence as an
interpretative tool for understanding the rigging of ancient
Mediterranean watercraft are summarised in VCDNG.
It is clear from this that iconography, as a source of evidence, is poorly suited for extracting or inferring technical
detail. It is reasonable to suggest that the direct archaeological evidence, where it exists, is much better suited for this
purpose. Set against this, is the observation that the sheer
abundance of ship and boat iconography dictates that it can
be used as a means to establish broad, generalised trends of
maritime technological continuity, or change. Something that
HRCHEÖBTKSSN@BGHDUDEQNLSGDRONQ@CHBM@STQDNESGD@QBG@Dological record. We can therefore suggest a methodology
whereby overall trajectories of rig types and more obvious
technical characteristics (e. g. number of masts, general sailplan) can be postulated from the iconographic sources. More
detailed observation of smaller-scale features must then be
placed onto this framework as the vagaries of the archaeological record allow. This is not necessarily a novel approach
SNSGHRRTAIDBS HSHRRHLOKXGDKOETKSNCDÖMDSGDO@Q@LDSDQRNE
what can and cannot be achieved with the various sources
at our disposal.
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12 Whitewright, Technology 495.
13 Sanders, Ropes 2 f.
14 Tzalas, Iconography.

See also Whitewright, Technology 493.
Wild / Wild, Berenice 214. – Whitewright, Rigging 290.
Casson, Seamanship 68 f. 234.
Whitewright, Rigging 290.

An overview of Mediterranean sailing rigs
As just noted, one of the clear strengths of the iconographic
source material is its ability to illuminate long-term trends in
the sail and rig technology of the ancient Mediterranean. It
is possible to do this because the overall rig-plans are often
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Modern (mis)interpretation

An abundance of examples, relative to other types of evidence

The fact that the dimensions of rigging and sails cannot be accurately
inferred

M@AHKHSXSNCDÖMDFDMDQ@KQHFSXODRSGQNTFG@MTMCDQRS@MCHMFNER@HK
form

#HEÖBTKSHDRHMDWSQ@BSHMFNQHMSDQOQDSHMFQDKH@AKDCDS@HKEQNLLNRSCDOHBtions of sailing rigs

3GDHCDMSHÖB@SHNMNEOG@RDRNESDBGMNKNFHB@KBNMSHMTHSX U@QH@SHNM@MC
change

Anachronistic features

The establishment of broad chronologies of types and technologies

Ambiguity, stylisation or inaccuracy in the manner or depiction. All of
which can be deliberate, or accidental on the part of the artist

3GDHCDMSHÖB@SHNMNEVHCDROQD@C@QSHRSHBBNMUDMSHNMNQRSXKDR@KKNVHMF
comparative interpretation

Tab. 1 The limitations and strengths of using iconography as a source for understanding the sails and rigging of ancient and early-medieval Mediterranean sailing vessels. Each strength has a directly comparable limitation that should act as a counterbalance and deterrent to becoming solely reliant on iconographic evidence. Likewise,
D@BGKHLHS@SHNMB@MADBNTMSDQ@BSDCAX@MHCDMSHÖ@AKDRSQDMFSGSG@S@KKNVRTRSNBNMSHMTDSNTSHKHRDHBNMNFQ@OGHBL@SDQH@K@R@OQHL@QXRNTQBDNEDUHCDMBD

E@HQKXVDKKCDÖMDCAX@MBHDMS@QSHRSR 3GHR BNTOKDCVHSGSGD
abundance of evidence, means that it is possible to follow
how the Mediterranean square-sail and other contemporary
rigs, develop, vary, innovate and become abandoned during
the period under discussion. This is visualised in ƂIWTG and
it is on this basis that the following section sets out an overview of this development based on the iconographic evidence
and considered via technological features, rather than chronological sequencing. It can be reiterated, that as with much
of our current understanding of the maritime component of
the ancient Mediterranean this analysis builds heavily on the
enduring work of Basch 15 and Casson 16.
It is clear, and widely accepted, that from the Late Bronze
Age onwards, the primary sail of the ancient world was the
loose-footed square-sail, set from a single mast and furled

using a system of brails (ƂI) 17. It is equally clear that such
vessels were still being depicted by artists in the early 7th century AD (ƂI 6GHKDSGHRLHFGSMNSADCDÖMHSHUDOQNNENE
the existence of such rigs at that period, they were obviously
still fresh in the minds of some people. It is thereby possible to
establish a line of technological continuity that stretches right
through the period under discussion here, of the use of this
type of rig. As such, the single-masted, loose-footed, brailed,
square-sail rig can be considered as the point of reference for
NSGDQCDUDKNOLDMSRCHQDBS HMCHQDBS S@MFDMSH@KNQNSGDQVHRD
To this central line of continuity we can add the use of a
small foresail, or artemon, from the middle of the 1st millennium BC. From the perspective of studying sailing practices,
our interest in this feature is that the artemon is a sail whose
sole purpose was to aid in balancing the interaction between

15 Basch, Museé.
16 Casson, Seamanship.

17 e. g. Casson, Seamanship 38 f.

Fig. 1 Carved Roman sarcophagus relief dating to the 3rd century AD housed in the Ny-Carlsberg Glyptotek, Copenhagen. The relief depicts three sailing vessels at the
entrance to a port, possibly Ostia, and is notable for the realism and detail of the subject matter. The central vessel carries a sprit-sail with the mast stepped far forward
in the hull. The sprit is hidden behind the sail but is visible when the relief is viewed from the left. The other two vessels both carry square-sails with artemon foresails,
@MCSGD@QSHRSG@RRGNVMSGDHQR@HKRHM@UDQXCHEEDQDMSV@X VHSGSGDQTE×DCR@HKBKNSGHMCHB@SHMFSGDO@SGNESGDUDQSHB@KAQ@HKHMF KHMDR m/GNSN) 6GHSDVQHFGS
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Fig. 2 Long-term developmental trends in the rigging of ancient and early-medieval Mediterranean sailing vessels based primarily upon the interpretation of iconographic evidence in conjunction with archaeological and literary where required. Families or traditions of rigging are differentiated by different line styles. – (Illustration
) Ɓ6GHSDVQHFGS

Fig. 3 Cypriot bichrome ware jug dating to 750-600 BC showing a sailing vessel carrying a single-masted, loose-footed sail. The sail is furled up to the mast and although its shape is not shown by the artist the equal distribution of the sail on either side of the mast, along with the evidence from contemporary depictions indicates
it is likely to be a square-sail. The depiction of vessels with heavily down-curved yards had been a common artistic convention in the Levant from the Late Bronze Age. –
!QHSHRG,TRDTLB@S MN   {3QTRSDDRNESGD!QHSHRG,TRDTL

[Diese Abbildung ist aus urheberrechtlichen Gründen nicht online.]
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Fig. 4 &Q@EÖSNNE@RHMFKD L@RSDC RPT@QD R@HKUDRRDKCDOHBSDC@S*DKKH@ $FXOSHMSGDD@QKXth century AD. The vessel depicted is rigged with a single mast. The horizontal, symmetrical nature of the yard suggests that the sail (which is shown from the side) is a square-sail. From the lines running from the mast, yard and sail it is possible
SNHMSDQOQDSONQS@MCRS@QAN@QCAQ@BDR SVNRGDDSR ENQDRS@X A@BJRS@X@MCONRRHAKXKHESR m1DCQ@VMAX) 6GHSDVQHFGSEQNL*@RRDQ *DKKH@ÖF 

hull and sailing rig 18. In this regard, it is one of the surest signs
that ancient mariners were attempting to sail on courses to
windward and reacting to the problems that they encountered when attempting this, in a manner more consistent
than in previous centuries. The result of this was the development of a form of technology that was widely recognised
DMNTFGSNADFHMSNADQD×DBSDCHM@QSHRSHBCDOHBSHNMRNESGNRD
vessels. Like the single square-sail rig, the mainsail and artemon arrangement (ƂI) endures for a considerable period
of use, with unambiguous depictions surviving from Late
MSHPTHSX  RVDKK@R@QDÖMDLDMSHMSGD@AHKHSXNEUDRRDKRSNAD
R@HKDCSNVHMCV@QC SGDQDHR@KRN@MHCDMSHÖ@AKDCDUDKNOLDMS
to extract more speed from a vessel’s rig on other courses.
This takes the form of triangular topsails that were in use in
both variants of the square-sail rig just described from at least
the 1st century BC.
(M RNLD CDOHBSHNMR  @CLHSSDCKX Q@QD  ETQSGDQ QDÖMDLDMS
occurs through the addition of a third mast at the stern of
SGDUDRRDKMNV@C@XRVDVNTKCSDQLSGHR@mizzen mast in
English nautical terminology. The depictions and supporting
evidence (such as literary accounts) are relatively scarce for
this sail-plan, but it is likely to have been in use from the
1st century BC. A well-known example occurs at Ostia, on
SGD×NNQNESGDForo delle Corporazioni (The Square of the
"NQONQ@SHNMRNTSRHCD@MNEÖBDADKNMFHMFSNSGDRGHOODQRNE
Sullecthum«, a town on the east coast of Tunisia 19. The left
hand of the two depicted vessels is shown with a main-mast,
artemon and mizzen. How long such a rig remained in use
HRCHEÖBTKSSNSDKKVHSG@MXBDQS@HMSX ADB@TRDHSHRCDOHBSDCRN
rarely. Like the artemon, the main purpose of the mizzen mast
was to increase the ability of mariners to balance the sailing

rig and manoeuvre the vessel. Again, as with the artemon,
the development and use of the mizzen tells a tail of mariners
that are prepared to adopt innovative solutions to the problems of sailing to windward, or perhaps in the manoeuvring
of the larger ships that other archaeological data suggests
were increasingly used from the 1st century BC 20.
Finally, when considering the square-sail, from the 2ndƁBDMtury AD we can trace a further line of development of the
single-masted square-sail rig via the depiction of vessels carrying a rig of two equally sized square-sails (e. g. ƂI). In this
HMRS@MBD SGD@CCHSHNM@KR@HKVNTKCG@UD@CCDCRHFMHÖB@MSKXSN
the propulsion of the vessel as well as improving its manoeuvrability, relative to the single-masted form of rig. It is again
possible to speculate about the wider implications of this
CDUDKNOLDMSODQG@ORQDK@SHMFSNSGDATHKCHMFNEUDRRDKRK@QFD
enough to render a single mast impractical. Either because it
could not be adequately provided for from available timber
resources or could not be made secure enough through existing engineering capabilities or techniques.
The use and development of the various forms and arrangements of square-sail rig in the ancient Mediterranean is
of course only part of the story, albeit it is quite a well-documented one. In addition, there is also sound evidence for the
use of fore-and-aft sails in the Mediterranean. Initially, such
sails are visible through the presence of depictions of spritsails dating from the 2nd century BC, which continue to be
depicted in iconographic sources (e. g. ƂI) until the 3rdƁBDMtury AD 21. Secondly, in an unrelated technological development, vessels carrying lateen / settee rig (e. g. ƂI) are in use
sporadically from the 2nd century AD, eventually becoming
seemingly more widespread in Late Antiquity 22 before even-

18 For an explanation of the concept of balance between rig and hull see Palmer,
Balance.
 2DD"@RRNM 2D@L@MRGHOWWHUÖF 

 %NQCHRBTRRHNMRDD/@QJDQ 2GHOVQDBJR6HKRNM $BNMNLHBR 
21 Casson, Sails.
22 Whitewright, Lateen 103.
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Fig. 5 A marble relief, excavated from Carthage
and dating to c. AD 200 showing a two-masted sailing vessel. The equally sized masts and sails suggest
that the vessel is truly two-masted rather than being
rigged with mainsail and artemon. Similarly the location of the masts is also suggestive of a balanced two
masted rig. Each mast is depicted in identical fashion.
Ropes are shown running from masthead to deck on
either side of the mast which may represent shrouds
or stays. Both sails are also depicted with braces. Sail
cloth is depicted with continuous horizontal lines
and discontinuous vertical lines to form a »brickwork« pattern in a style that is commonly shown in
other depictions, for example ƂI above. – (British
,TRDTLB@S MN   {3QTRSDDRNESGD
British Museum).

[Diese Abbildung ist aus urheberrechtlichen Gründen
nicht online.]

tually supplanting the square-sail as the sailing rig of choice
in the Mediterranean during the medieval period. What is
of particular relevance to this paper is that the use of these
sailing rigs can only be unambiguously postulated through
the iconographic evidence. Archaeological and literary sources
do not support their existence with any degree of certainty.

Implications
The iconographic evidence that it is possible to assemble can
be put together to illustrate the reasonably well-accepted
set of developmental sequences in the sailing rigs of the
ancient Mediterranean that was outlined above. If these
sequences are considered a little more, then several broader
implications are abundantly clear in relation to the wider
story of Mediterranean sailing rigs that we are seeking to

tell via the iconographic record. These are now worthy of
some discussion.
Firstly and most obviously is the fact that just within the
use of the square-sail, there is a considerable amount of
technological variation in what we can usefully term a single
rigging tradition in the case of the Mediterranean squaresail. The development of the artemon and mizzen to address
RODBHÖB@RODBSRNER@HKHMFOQ@BSHBDHKKTRSQ@SDRSGDGHFGKDUDKNE
understanding that ancient mariners and shipwrights had of
the interaction between their vessels and the surrounding
DMUHQNMLDMSANSGVHMC@MCV@SDQ +HJDVHRD SGDTRDNESGD
fully two-masted rig on contemporary shipping tells a tale of
nuanced variation and an ability to respond to wider developments (economic, political, etc.) that may have been driving
an increase in vessel size or limiting useable resources. The
rigging of ancient sailing ships was certainly not a limiting
factor in determining the sizes to which vessels could be

Fig. 6 &Q@EÖSNNE@K@SDDMQHFFDCRGHOCDOHBSDC@S
the monastic site of Kellia, northern Egypt in the
early 7th century AD. The triangular form of the sail,
in conjunction with a heavily inclined yard suggests
the vessel is rigged with lateen sail. The mast is supported with a forestay and the artist has depicted a
double halyard that runs from the yard through a
prominent hook-shaped masthead before returning
to a large block above the deck. The form of the
hook-shaped masthead is repeated at the bow of
the vessel, possibly suggesting the presence of a
foremast. – (Redrawn by J. Whitewright from Basch,
*DKKH@ÖF 
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constructed. In combination, these observations should give
us cause to stop and reconsider the »traditional« view 23 of
mariners (and Roman mariners especially) as conservative and
QDKTBS@MS SN DWODQHLDMS HMMNU@SHUD SDBGMNKNFHB@K U@QH@SHNM
was clearly possible within the maritime technology of the
ancient world.
Secondly, and as a counterbalance to this, we must highKHFGS SGD E@BS SG@S VGHKD SGDQD HR RHFMHÖB@MS U@QH@SHNM  SGD
technological constant right the way through the period is
the single-masted version of the square-sail rig. Although it
is often seen as the precursor to subsequent developments
and its use somewhat antiquated, for large parts of Mediterranean maritime society this was not the case and it seems
to have been their rig of choice from the Late Bronze Age to
Late Antiquity. If we accept that rather than being anachronistic, such a rig was actually perfectly suited to the needs
and requirements of some elements of society then there
seems every reason for it to continue in use until those needs
or requirements altered. Taking this broad view in relation to
the continuation of a form of technology bears interpretative
fruit when the changes that can be observed to sailing rigs
are considered below.
Thirdly, it is abundantly clear that the use of fore-and-aft
sails is of potentially much greater antiquity than is often
acknowledged. The sprit-sail in particular is present for a
very long period of time, and has recently been attested to
AX @QBG@DNKNFHB@K ÖMCR EQNL 8DMHJ@OÚ HM (RS@MATK @MC SGD
8DMHJ@OÚ  RGHOVQDBJ HM O@QSHBTK@Q 24. This at the very least
informs us that it was still being used in the rigging of eastern
Mediterranean watercraft in the 9th and 10th centuries AD and
is a part of the link in what may eventually allow its use to
be acknowledged as continuing in the Mediterranean from
the 3rd century BC to the present. If some consideration of
the development of the lateen sail is added to our picture, it
becomes clear that there was a plethora of experimentation,
variation, innovation and change going on within the sphere
of ancient sailing rigs, in addition to notable instances of
technological continuity.
The narrative outlined above is perhaps compelling reason
enough to consider the use of iconographic evidence as an
extremely important tool in building an understanding of ancient sailing rigs. It clearly allows us to pick out broad scales
of technological trends through the observation of repeatable
features in the evidence, allied to an acceptance that our
objective is the establishment of a general schema of development. Likewise, some of the implications that lie behind
the trends that we can observe are fascinating to consider
in more detail. Moving away from the square-sail it is to the
less well-covered examples of the sprit-sail and lateen / settee
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For example Casson, Seamanship 173.
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Casson, Sails.
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rig that we now turn as a means to consider how far we
can extend our analysis of ancient sailing rigs based on the
iconographic evidence that we have. As noted above, these
two rigs make a useful case study in this regard, because of
SGD CHEÖBTKSX HM CHEEDQDMSH@SHMF SGDL @QBG@DNKNFHB@KKX EQNL
contemporary square-sails.

Case study 1: the sprit-rig
As noted above, the sprit-rig is visible in the iconographic
record (e. g. ƂI) from the 2nd century BC in depictions that
must be considered largely unambiguous in what they are
depicting 25. The sprit-rig itself is of further interest to us for
two interrelated reasons. Firstly, as a sailing rig the sprit-sail
has little or no technological relationship to the square-sail.
The way a sprit-sail is rigged and used bears no resemblance
to what we currently understand about likely practices of
square-sail rigging and handling in the ancient world. This in
itself is of great interest because it illustrates a genuine example of original invention within the context of the ancient
sailing rig. This provides a useful contrast to the continuity
and variation exhibited by contemporary square-sail vessels
(see above).
Secondly, of all the sailing rigs that are known to have
existed in the ancient world (square, sprit and lateen / settee),
the sprit-rig offers the best all-around performance, including
on upwind courses 26. That it does not become widely used,
and subsequently depicted, indicates that upwind performance was not the dominant factor that dictated the type
of maritime technology that people chose to adopt. This is
contrary to the inference given by most academic commentators for whom improved windward performance is usually
one of the driving »needs« behind sailing rig innovation (sprit,
lateen, settee or otherwise) in the ancient world 27. Instead,
we may consider that the invention of the sprit-rig resulted
from the same set of circumstances that gave rise to the artemon@RL@QHMDQRADF@MSNQ@SHNM@KHRDSGDBG@KKDMFDRE@BDC
by sailing on the wider range of courses that may have been
a result of increasingly regularised long-distance trade routes.
However, it may simply have been the case that although it
offered advantages in upwind performance, ancient sailing
routes and patterns of trade were already optimized for crosswind and down-wind sailing, as were the hull forms being
built. On those courses the square-sail remained dominant.
The sprit-rig may have been marginalised to the small craft
and river vessels that the depictions suggest utilised it.
The example of the sprit-sail offers an insight into an
often overlooked aspect of ancient sailing rigs that is only
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visible on the basis of the iconographic record. In this regard
it re-emphasises one of the strengths of the iconographic record, previously stated above, in allowing an overview of the
broad development and interrelationship of rig types to be
established. Such a use for the iconography of ancient sailing
rigs is given further credence when the wider implications of
the appearance and use of the sprit-sail are considered, as just
outlined. In this regard the iconography of the sprit-rig allows
us to comment on some of the rationale that might have
underpinned the invention and adoption of one example of
maritime technology in the ancient world. The other main
type of fore-and-aft rig in use in the ancient Mediterranean,
the lateen sail, offers yet another line of investigation and can
demonstrate how the sailing rigs of the ancient world can be
interpreted in a way that does not rely simply on the presence
NER@HKRG@ODR BK@RRHÖDCAXFDNLDSQHBRG@OD

Case study 2: the lateen rig
It is beyond the scope of this paper to address the various
arguments, described elsewhere, for the chronology of the
introduction of the lateen sail 28. However, it is enough to
say, as noted earlier that there is sporadic evidence from the
2ndBDMSTQX #@MCONRRHAKXD@QKHDQ 8DS HSHRNMKXEQNLSGD
late antique period that we begin to see depictions of the
lateen / settee rig that carry a consistent set of characteristics
in the way that the artist has chosen to depict the sailing
QHF 3GDRD@QDADRSRHFMHÖDCAXSGDGNNJ RG@ODCL@RSGD@CR 
complex halyard tackles and organised mast reinforcements
SG@SBNMRHRSDMSKXCDÖMDRTBGQHFRCTQHMFSGHRODQHNC 29. Our
current understanding of how such early rigs were used,
strongly suggest that the technical practices associated with
using the lateen / settee sail developed from existing squareR@HKOQ@BSHBDR ATSVHSGRNLDHLONQS@MSQDÖMDLDMSRRTBG@R
SGDQDOK@BDLDMSNEAQ@HKRVHSGQDDÖMFKHMDR 30. It is of clear
RHFMHÖB@MBDSNNTQTMCDQRS@MCHMFNESGDV@XRHMVGHBGRTBG
artistic conventions are used in the creation of iconographic
material that these conventions occur across a relatively
wide geographical area and in a variety of artistic media.
The most characteristic of all, the hook-shaped mastheads,
continue to be used until around the 12th century AD, suggesting a considerable phase of technological continuity akin
to that witnessed in relation to the square-sail in previous
centuries 31.
For our study of ancient sailing rigs this provides a useful
case study in illustrating how we can potentially track the
DWSDMSNESGD@CNOSHNMNE@RODBHÖBSDBGMNKNFXSGQNTFGSGD
way it is depicted in the iconographic sources. Namely, that
SGD BNMRHRSDMS CDOHBSHNM NE RODBHÖB @QSHRSHB ED@STQDR @BQNRR
a range of contexts and media may be seen as indicative

28 For recent discussion see Whitewright, Lateen.
 %NQDW@LOKDRRDD!@RBG *DKKH@/NLDX *DKDMCDQHR
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Fig. 7 &Q@EÖSNNE@RGHOCDOHBSDC@S"NQHMSGC@SHMFSNSGDth/6th century AD
which can be interpreted as a lateen / settee rigged vessel on the grounds of
comparative rigging components. The vessel is seemingly shown with two masts,
the fore much smaller than the main, each of which is depicted carrying a hookshaped masthead. The halyard system of the mainmast is visible passing through
the masthead before returning to a double line which runs the length of the
vessel, representing the yard in its lowered position. – (Redrawn by J. Whitewright
EQNL!@RBG "NQHMSGDÖF  

of the wider acceptance of such features, by maritime and
non-maritime viewers as being representative of the technical
QD@KHSX@×N@S@SSG@SSHLD !THKCHMFTONMSGHRMNSHNMB@M@KRN
allow us to categorise vessels that have not previously been
assigned a rig-type, such as the 5th/6th century AD example
from Corinth 32 shown in ƂIWTG . In that example, many
of the components seen on other lateen rigged vessels such
as hook-shaped mastheads are shown, but the artist has
shown the yard in a lowered situation with no indication of
the sail shape. Only by understanding the wider components
depicted across the spectrum of the iconographic record are
we able to identify the rig used on the Corinth ship 33. We
can even suggest that on the basis of such depictions, early
lateen-rigged vessels may have been two-masted in much the
same way that their square-sail predecessors were, because
of the repetition of features from the main-mast on a smaller
foremast.
Taking the above discussion into account, it seems reasonable to suggest that during Late Antiquity, the lateen / settee rig was able to achieve widespread use, resulting in a
standardisation in the way that it was thought about by the
general populace and then contemporaneously depicted by

31 Whitewright, Lateen 101.
32 For the original publication of the depiction see Basch, Corinthe.
33 Whitewright, Lateen 101 f.
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their artists. Conversely, that this was not the case in earlier
centuries implies to that the rig was not as widely used. This
offers an example of how we might look for similar trends in
NSGDQ@QD@RNE@MBHDMSRGHOOHMF@MCRODBHÖB@KKXSNÖMD STMD
our knowledge of when pieces of technology become widely
adopted, rather than just appearing sporadically. Finally, it is
important to note, that unlike the sprit-sail discussed above,
the lateen sail did not offer any improvement in windward
performance over the square-sail that it replaced 34, further
indicating that we should look for explanations beyond the
traditional »need for windward performance« when attempting to explain sailing rig innovation in antiquity.

Conclusion
At the heart of any considered interpretation of the maritime connectivity of the ancient Mediterranean must be
an understanding of the shipping that facilitated the short,
medium and long-distance routes that linked the coasts of
the Mediterranean so effectively during antiquity. It follows,
that any understanding of such shipping is not complete
until the rigging of those vessels is investigated, interpreted
and attempts made to elucidate the workings, performance
and characteristics of such rigs. In an ideal world, this could
be achieved with an abundance of well-preserved archaeological evidence, providing us with a detailed record of the
physical nature of such rigging components. From this, the
sailing rigs of the ancient world could be reconstructed and
understood from the »deck upwards« and from on board,
looking outwards.
4MENQSTM@SDKX  SGD CHRBNUDQX  OQDRDQU@SHNM @MC OTAKHB@tion of the archaeological record of ancient Mediterranean
shipping has not furnished us with such a resource. The cargoes and hulls of such ships are relatively well understood,
although this understanding is certainly not complete nor
exhaustive in its extent. By contrast, the rigging of these
ships remains frustratingly absent from many archaeological
sites and overlooked on many others. Our corpus of archaeological evidence is therefore limited and requires that we
look to other sources. Fortunately, some element of balance
is returned to our view of these ships via the iconographic
record, which, as discussed over the course of this paper
can tell us much about their sailing rigs. Critically, the iconographic resource occurs in such abundance that it offers the
possibility of reconstructing long-term trends that encompass
both continuity and change with ancient rigging technology.
KSGNTFGHSHRNESDMCHEÖBTKSSNDWSQ@BSRL@KKCDS@HKEQNLRTBG
material, in many cases the iconography is potentially less
ambiguous than the physical remains of rigging left behind
in the archaeological record.

Within this wide-angle view of the rigging of the ancient
world, developed on the basis of the iconographic resource,
several instances of technological hiatus and one lack of hiatus catch our eye. Firstly, we can establish the extremely long
period of technological continuity that is embodied by what
we can term the »Mediterranean square-sail rig«, that is, the
single-masted, loose-footed sail, shortened using brails and
which was in use from the Late Bronze Age until Late Antiquity. While this technological continuity is remarkable, we
should not view it as technological stagnation or a reluctance
to innovate on the part of ancient Mediterranean mariners.
At the same time, the iconographic record tells us of the
abundant variation that visibly occurs within the same broad
Mediterranean square-sail tradition and is epitomised by the
depiction of sail-plans incorporating artemons, mizzens and
fully two-masted forms.
It is out of this picture of technological continuity and
variation within an established rigging tradition that we begin to see glimpses of truly innovative and developmental
approaches to rigging and sailing. These take the form of
the sprit-sail and the lateen / settee sail from the 2nd century
BC and the 2nd century AD respectively. From our perspective
within this volume of investigating the shipping of the ancient
and medieval Mediterranean via iconography, these two sailHMFQHFRSD@BGTRSVNSGHMFR 3GDÖQRSNESGDRDQDK@SDRSNSGD
performance of vessels and the motivation for technological
change within maritime technology. Namely that although
the sprit-sail has the best all-around performance, including
to windward, of the sailing rigs documented within the ancient world, it does not become widely adopted and does
not displace the square-sail. This can tell us much about the
fallacy of placing windward performance at the top of any list
concerning sailing rig development in this region, at this time.
The second conclusion is interpretative and relates to how
we as archaeologists see the sailing rigs through the iconographic record. It is all too easy to look simply at the shapes
NER@HKR@RSGDCDÖMHMFO@QSNESGDQHF 'NVDUDQ DW@LOKDRNE
lateen / settee sails from Late Antiquity tell a different story
and highlight the need to seek out and identify the artistic
conventions, based on wider societal acceptance, that underpin what features are and are not included in such depictions.
In doing this, iconographic depictions that are often dismissed
as ambiguous can be interpreted in a relatively objective way
and subsequently be included within our generalist view of
rigging development. They can in turn contribute to developHMF@MCQDÖMHMFL@MXNESGDHLOKHB@SHNMR@MCTMCDQRS@MCHMF
discussed across the course of this paper.
In the context of the sailing rigs of the ancient Mediterranean, the iconographic record can provide us with an impression of the over-riding technological landscape within which
the square-sail, sprit-sail and lateen sail were used, developed, adopted, abandoned and maintained in use. However,

34 See Whitewright, Performance.
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it is important to remember that when based on iconography
alone, however rich and widespread the sources, our view of
such a maritime technological landscape is likely to remain
quite impressionist in nature. The iconographic record allows
us to view and attempt to interpret ancient sailing rigs from
the perspective given to the wider populace through the artists of the day. These artists in turn were simply interpreting
from the outside, the way in which the rigging components
of a given sailing vessel were arranged by its crew during its
use. In drawing upon and utilising such contemporary interpretation we are, to all intents and purposes still stood on the
shore, looking at the vessel from a distance. By drawing on
the archaeological record, should it be available, we are able
to directly address the physical components of ancient sailing
rigs used by ancient mariners themselves. It is only in attempting to understand the use of such components that we can
instead place ourselves on the deck of the ship and look
outward. If we can gain an understanding from such archaeological remains of how the technology depicted by ancient
artists was assembled and used, then we stand a far greater
BG@MBDNEDMG@MBHMFNTQTMCDQRS@MCHMFMNSITRSNESGDL@Qitime technology in question, but also of the iconographic
depictions of it that ultimately are still our most numerous
source for the sailing rigs of the ancient Mediterranean.
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#PEKGPV&GRKEVKQPUCUC5QWTEGHQT5CKNUCPF4KIIKPI
Original rigging components are rare in the archaeological record of the ancient Mediterranean, especially when
compared to remains of hulls. The interpretation of ancient
rigging and sails is therefore highly reliant on the extensive
iconographic record. This paper reviews the advantages and
disadvantages of using iconographic sources to understand
and reconstruct ancient rigging. Analytically, emphasis is
placed on macro-scale processes of technological continuity
and change, rather than describing the micro-scale detail of
maritime technology. The development and adaptation of the
lateen sail in the Mediterranean during Late Antiquity and
the Early Middle Ages offer a useful case-study to illustrate
SGHROQNBDRRHSQDOQDRDMSR@OQNENTMCBG@MFDHMSGDBNMBDOtion, making, use and depiction of sailing rigs. Finally, the
ability of the iconographic record to illustrate short-term and
widespread technological change against the background of
long-term continuity is discussed.
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Zusammenfassung / Summary
#PVKMG&CTUVGNNWPIGPCNU3WGNNGHØT5GIGNWPF4KII
Originale Bestandteile des Riggs sind für die Antike im Mittelmeerraum selten überliefert, was insbesondere im Vergleich
zu Bestandteilen des Rumpfes gilt. Die Deutung des antiken
Riggs und der Segel wird somit in hohem Maße von der
ikonographischen Überlieferung bestimmt. Dieser Beitrag bewertet die Vor- und Nachteile der Nutzung ikonographischer
Quellen für das Verständnis und die Rekonstruktion des Riggs
im Altertum. Dabei liegt, analytisch betrachtet, der Schwerpunkt eher auf einer übergeordneten Ebene im Hinblick auf
technische Kontinuität und Wandel als auf der als untergeordnet angesehenen Ebene der maritimen Technologie. Die
Entwicklung und Adaption des Lateinersegels in Spätantike
bzw. Frühmittelalter bietet eine gute Ausgangslage für eine
Fallstudie. Es kennzeichnet einschneidende Veränderungen
in der Konzeption, der Ausführung, dem Gebrauch und der
Darstellung des Riggs. Schließlich wird noch die Eignung
ikonographischer Überlieferung zur Darstellung eines kurzfristigen und weiträumigen technologischen Wandels vor dem
Hintergrund langfristiger Kontinuitäten diskutiert.
Übersetzung: Th. Schmidts
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